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My invention relates to a novel- drinking unit I 
that comprises a container-‘and,acover'therefor?: 
which .is so related to the "mouthoffthe con-‘ 
tainer as to enablea person to drink liquid there-1 

from in limited or regulated quantities‘. -' ‘ I’ An object of my invention isto provide a novel ‘ 

drinking unit whereby liquid therein may be fed 
to babies with the attendant features of drinking 
from a glass or cup, but which will insure against 
the liquid being spilled in any great quantity if 
the container is violently moved as is many times 
the case when feeding children. Other features 
are that consumption of the liquid in too great 
quantities (such as gulping) is prohibited, and 
shell shocked persons may consume the liquid 
contents of the container without danger of spill 
ing the same. _ 

An object is to provide a novel drinking unit 
having the aMve features and in which the ?ow 
of liquid available for consumption may be reg 
ulated by varying rotary positions of the con 
tainer. ' 

Another object of my invention is to provide a 
novel drinking unit whereby spilling of the liquid 
contents therein is reduced to a minimum when 
carrying the same, as from kitchen to bedside; 
and which aids in maintaining the contents in a 
cold condition, as well as in a sanitary condition. 
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, Fig. .4 is-aiperspective-view oi'a-fragmentarw 
portion"v of the Zlj open! mouth "Jot/lithe‘ f'contain‘er ' 

~ showing a» modified ‘form For ‘means ' for holding ' 
the‘ cover adjacent‘the' open‘end of the container} ~~ 
My drinkingr'u‘nit A comprises‘ a container j|~1 

and a covermember 2. 1 Thecontainer-"llmay of? any suitable shape and may be? made: of- any 

’ suitable 'materiall‘suchas glass, porcelain, metal," 
plastic or the like. vThe container i is provided 
with a closed end or base 3 and with an open 
end or mouth 4. _ 
The cover 2 is removably held in position in 

the container I a short distance from the open 
end 4 and said cover 2 may be made of the same 
material as the container I or may be of any 
different material as above indicated. 
The container 6 is provided adjacent the open 

end with a cover supporting ledge or abutment 
5 which may be in the form of an annular ?ange 
as shown, or the same may be in the form of. 
protuberances or bosses similar to the protuber 

. ances 6 that are spaced from the cover support 
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Features of my invention are that the same is i 
not a glass or tumbler, as such, and with which 
a weir may be associated; but is a unit compris 
ing an open mouthed container and a cover as 
sociated therewith in a novel manner whereby 
the foregoing advantages and objects may be 
accomplished. 

- Still further objects of my invention is to pro 
vide a novel ‘drinking unit of the above char 
acter and which is simple in construction, inex 
pensive to manufacture, easy to clean and main 
tain in a sanitary condition. 
Other objects, advantages and features of in 

vention may appear from the accompanying 
drawing, the subjoined detail description, and 
the appended claims. 
The accompanying drawing illustrates the in 

vention in some of the forms I at present deem 
preferable. 

Figure 1 is a vertical axial sectional view of a 
drinking unit constructed in accordance with 
my invention. . 

Fig. 2 is a top plan view of the cover, detached 
from the container. ' 

Fig, 3 is a side elevational view of my novel 
drinking unit, tilted for use in drinking the con 

. tents, and illustrating its operation. 
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5 a short distance toward the open end a. 
The protuberances or projections 6 may be of 

any desired number, preferably 3 as shown, and 
the periphery of the Scover 2 is provided with 
spaced notches ‘I through which the bosses 6 may 
pass when the cover is placed upon or removed 
from the support. 
A handle 8, preferably integral with the cover 

2, aids in removal or placement of the cover. 
In Figure 4 I have shown the projections t’ 

'as being elongate and extending to the periphery 
of the open mouth 6 of container 5. 
The periphery of the cover 2 is of such diam 

eterrelative to the interior or container i that 
it substantially closes the open mouth of the 

' container and when in position on its support 5 
is spaced a short distance inwardly from the 
open end 4 so as to provide a drinking chamber 
s which is separated by the cover 2 from the 
main chamber In in which any suitable liquid 
It may be placed. _ ‘ 

In use, when the drinking unit is tilted as shown 
in Fig. 3 the liquid contained in chamber In will 
ooze over the support 5 and through the notches 
‘l and into the drinking chamber 9 from which 
it may be sipped or drunk in the usual manner. 
In the event one of the notches ‘I is submerged 

by the liquid I I when the unit is tilted for drink 
ing purposes, the ?ow of liquid from chamber 
Hi to chamber 9 will be slower than if the unit 
is rotated so that two notches ‘I are submerged 
when the unit is tilted for drinking purposes. 



Itherebyobtainavariationinthsilowofliquid 
fmmchamber llpastcoverlandintochamberl. 
homtheforegoingitwillbeseenthatinoper 

ation the cover‘! cannot be accidentally removed 
from the container i and liquid II will not be 
accidentally spilled .irom chamber I. .over the 
open end 4 when the unit with liquid therein 
is being carried from one place to another, as 
for example. from the kitchen or refrigerator to 
a bedside. ' _ " \. 

Although I have shown and described particu 
lar constructions and combination and arrange 
mentofpartsandportionaldonotwishtobe 
limited to the particular construction, combina 
tion and arrangement shownr but desire to in 
clude in the scope of my invention such construc 
tion, combination and arrangement as may be 
embraced and set forth in the following claims: 
I claim: ‘ 
1. A drinking unit comprising a container hav 

ing at its upper end an open mouth, integrally 
formed cover-supporting means on the interior 
of said container and spaced a substantial dis 
tance below said mouth, an imperforate rigid 
removable cover substantially fitting the interior 
of said container and adapted to rest on said 
supporting means, thus dividing said container 
into a main chamber and a drinking chamber, 
means on the container for retaining said cover 
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in position on said supporting means so as to 30 

aueopo ' 

prevent its displacement with respect thereto. 
and said cover having a notch in its periphery 
serving, when said container is tilted, to permit 
a restricted ?ow only of liquid from said main 
chamber to said drinking chamber. 

2. A drinking unit comprising a container hav 
ing at its upper end an open mouth, integrally 
formed cover-supporting means on the interior 
of said container and spaced a substantial dis 
tance below said mouth, a plurality of retaining 
lugs projecting from the interior of said con 
tainer between the mouth thereof and said sup 
porting means, and an imperforate cover sub 
stantially ?tting the interior of said container ‘ 
and adapted to rest on said supporting means, 
thus dividing said container into a main- cham 
her and a drinking chamber, the periphery of 
said cover having a plurality of notches through 
which said lugs may pass when said 'cover is 
lowered upon said supporting means, said lugs 
being spaced from said supporting means such 
a distance as to permit the periphery of said 
cover to enter between said lugs and supporting 
means when the cover is turned so as to bring 
said notches out of registry with said lugs, and 
said notches, when the cover is so turned, and 
the container tilted, serving to permit the flow 
of liquid from said main chamber to said drink 
ing chamber. 
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